Visual statistical learning of shape sequences was examined in the context of occluded object trajectories. In a learning phase, participants viewed a sequence of moving shapes whose trajectories and speed profiles elicited either a bouncing or a streaming percept: The sequences consisted of a shape moving toward and then passing behind an occluder, after which two different shapes emerged from behind the occluder. At issue was whether statistical learning linked both object transitions equally, or whether the percept of either bouncing or streaming constrained the association between pre-and postocclusion objects. In familiarity judgments following the learning, participants reliably selected the shape pair that conformed to the bouncing or streaming bias that was present during the learning phase. A follow-up experiment demonstrated that differential eye movements could not account for this finding. These results suggest that sequential statistical learning is constrained by the spatiotemporal perceptual biases that bind two shapes moving through occlusion, and that this constraint thus reduces the computational complexity of visual statistical learning.
Human sensory systems handle enormous amounts of complex information during every waking moment. An increasing number of studies supports the idea that the processing of this information is implemented by an unsupervised form of continuous observational learning, which organizes both old and new sensory information into maximally efficient codes (Fiser & Aslin, 2005) . This statistical learning mechanism has been demonstrated using speech streams in adults , infants , and nonhuman primates (Hauser, Newport, & Aslin, 2001) , and using visual sequences in adults (Fiser & Aslin, 2002) and infants (Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002) .
A key question is how such a powerful learning mechanism is sufficiently constrained to enable associative learning without suffering from intractable computational demands, given the infinite number of potentially relevant statistical structures in the input. We chose to investigate this question within the framework of visual statistical learning that occurs during brief periods of object occlusion. Occlusion is ubiquitous in the natural visual environment, since either the observer or the objects themselves undergo movement, and it is known that not all of the properties that define an object are retained in working memory during occlusion (see, e.g., Simons & Rensink, 2005) . In the present study, we ask which attributes of objects in pre-and postocclusion scenes influence how a statistical learning mechanism links those objects associatively. Fiser and Aslin (2002) reported the first temporal statistical learning study involving visual shapes, and their paradigm employed occlusion to enable the successive presentation of semistructured shape sequences. A single object oscillated back and forth across a display; as it was occluded briefly in the center of the display, it underwent a transformation in shape according to particular rules, thereby creating a temporal stream of successive shapes moving uniformly and interrupted by brief occlusions. After a practice session, participants had to choose between two brief sequences of three consecutive shapes: The first sequence depicted shape transitions seen many times during practice, and the second depicted random transitions. Participants reliably favored the sequences seen during practice. In the Fiser and Aslin study, there was only one potential associative link, from shape n to shape n11, and therefore only a single source for statistical learning: temporal succession. However, natural scenes contain many potential associative links between an object
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Perceived object trajectories during occlusion constrain visual statistical learning
that undergoes occlusion and the many objects available postocclusion. Are all such associative links considered equally by an unconstrained statistical learning mechanism, or do perceptual biases constrain inferences such that some links are preferred over others, and the computational demands on learning are thus reduced? An ideal phenomenon for investigating this question is a bistable display in which two identical shapes appear in the upper corners of a square display and then move diagonally at the same speed until they simultaneously disappear behind a central occluder. The two shapes then reappear from behind the occluder and continue their straight motion trajectories along the two diagonal paths ( Figure 1A ). This is an ambiguous display that can be interpreted as either two shapes streaming past each other behind the occluder on a straight trajectory (a streaming display) or as two shapes colliding behind the occluder, abruptly changing their paths, and then reappearing on the same side of the occluder whence they originated (a bouncing display) (Feldman & Tremoulet, 2006; Sekuler & Sekuler, 1999) .
In the present study, we asked whether statistical learning of shape pairs in multiobject occlusion displays would be influenced by the bias of perceiving a bouncing or a streaming motion pattern ( Figure 1A ). In theory, statistical learning could operate on the visual displays by assessing all of the available temporal co-occurrences of shape pairs equally, irrespective of the speed-defined bias to perceive the objects as bouncing or streaming. If so, then regardless of the speed change that shifts the percept from streaming to bouncing, both of the transitions from one shape to another during occlusion should be learned equally well. However, if visual statistical learning is constrained at the level at which representations of objects as spatiotemporal entities (individuals) are formed, then stimulus manipulations that result in changes in object speed should bias statistical learning during occlusion.
ExPErimEnt 1 Quantifying Bouncing Versus Streaming
The purpose of this experiment was to establish the optimal speed parameters for inducing either bouncing or streaming percepts with the same shapes and occluder to be used in Experiment 2. method Participants. Sixteen undergraduates at the University of Rochester were each paid $10.00 for their participation; all were naive to the experiment.
Stimuli. Sixteen arbitrary complex shapes were created, each with a unique color, and scaled to equal maximum extent of 2º in the Canvas drawing program ( Figure 1B ). Stimuli were presented on a 21-in. Sony Trinitron 500PS monitor at 1,024 3 728 resolution from a 1-m viewing distance using a Macintosh G4 computer and Macromedia Director software. On each trial, two shapes appeared in the two upper corners of the display 6º from the center of the screen, and then both shapes moved along their respective diagonal axes and disappeared behind a 2.4º 3 11º black occluder in the middle of the display. While behind the occluder, both shapes changed randomly to different shapes in new colors ( Figure 1C ). These two new shapes emerged from behind the occluder and continued on diagonal trajectories to the lower corners of the display. Total movement duration was fixed at 1.2 sec, but there were eight decelerating-accelerating speed profiles: 0% (uniform), 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%, with 100% reflecting a peak change in speed from 15 cm/sec to 36 cm/sec. On each trial, the right and left shapes always had identical speed profiles in both the upper and lower halves of the display, and the degree of deceleration in the upper half was the same as the degree of acceleration in the lower half.
Design. There was an individual color-shape combination assigned to each participant. For each trial, 4 color-shape combinations from the set of 16, along with one of the eight possible speed profiles, were selected randomly. Each combination of color and shape and speed profile was used the same number of times during the experiment.
Procedure. Participants simply observed each animation and then used a keypress to report whether they had perceived streaming or bouncing. There were 12 repetitions of each speed profile randomly interleaved, resulting in a total of 96 trials.
results and Discussion
Participants perceived approximately half of the 96 trials as streaming (M 5 47.12%, SEM 5 61.82) and half as bouncing [M 5 48.87%, SEM 5 61.83; t(15) 5 0.48, p 5 .639]. These mean judgments showed a clear effect of speed profile [F(7,105) 5 14.32, p , .001, η 2 5 .489], shifting from robust streaming at uniform speeds (the 0% speed profile) to robust bouncing as the decelerationacceleration profile reached 40% (see Figure 1D ).
ExPErimEnt 2 Statistical Learning in Bouncing Versus Streaming Displays
In Experiment 2, we turned to the main question of this paper: Do the underlying perceptual mechanisms that result in bouncing versus streaming percepts during occlusion constrain visual statistical learning? The key test of this question is whether statistical learning of pairs of moving shapes that span occlusion is superior for pairs that are consistent with the bouncing or streaming perceptual bias compared with pairs that are inconsistent with the bias. It is important to note that both of these types of pairs were present in the familiarization displays an equal number of times, thus providing identical temporal order (associative) information for statistical learning. Stimuli. The same set of shapes from Experiment 1 was used, but with only two speed profiles: the uniform, or 0% speed profile (15 cm/sec), which induced a strong streaming percept, and the 40% deceleration-acceleration speed profile with a peak speed of 24 cm/ sec, which induced a strong bouncing percept.
Design. The experiment consisted of two phases: familiarization and test. During the familiarization phase, the displays on individual trials differed from those in Experiment 1 in that only one shape started from either the left or right upper corner of the screen and moved diagonally behind the occluder. Then two shapes appeared from behind the occluder and continued moving to the two lower corners, just as in Experiment 1 ( Figure 2A ). Thus, due to the processes that underlie statistical learning, the two lower shapes were equally likely to be associated with the single upper shape that disappeared behind the occluder. In each display, all three shapes had either the uniform (0%) streaming speed profile or the nonuniform (40% decelerationacceleration) bouncing speed profile. There were eight different displays constructed from the 16 shapes, four with uniform and four with nonuniform speed profiles ( Figure 2B ). As in Experiment 1, each participant was assigned an individual color-shape combination.
The test phase consisted of 24 trials in which two displays were presented in succession in a two-interval forced choice (2IFC) task; participants simply selected the first or the second display as more familiar according to what they had observed during the familiarization phase. In contrast to the 1-to-2 shape displays used during familiarization, both of the 2IFC displays in the test phase were 1-to-1 shape displays. That is, a single initial object moved behind the occluder (just as in the familiarization phase), after which only one object emerged, following either a streaming or a bouncing trajectory. Both of the 1-to-1 displays in a given 2IFC test trial had the same speed profile (0% or 40%).
Eight of the 24 test trials provided the critical comparison of interest; that is, they required the participant to choose between two 1-to-1 test displays that came from the same 1-to-2 familiarization display. Both of these test displays initially presented the same shape traveling diagonally downward and then moving behind the occluder. The two displays differed in the shape that emerged from behind the occluder and the direction in which this second shape moved. In one case the second shape moved on the same trajectory as that of the initial shape, and in the other case the second shape moved on a trajectory at a 90º angle from the trajectory of the initial shape. Importantly, although both of these postocclusion trajectories appeared the same number of times, only one was consistent with the perceptual bias created by the speed profile of the objects presented during familiarization. For example, if in the first test display, the initial shape had a 0% speed profile that supported a streaming percept, then the shape that emerged on the opposite side of the occluder (along the same trajectory) was consistent with this perceptual bias (e.g., A to I or H to N in Figure 2B ). In contrast, in the second test display, the shape that emerged on the same side of the occluder (following a 90º change in the trajectory) was inconsistent with this streaming perceptual bias (e.g., A to M or H to J in Figure 2B ). For the 40% deceleration-acceleration bouncing speed profile, the relationship was reversed: The shape that emerged from behind the occluder on the same side on which the initial shape appeared was consistent with the bouncing perceptual bias, whereas the shape that emerged from behind the occluder on the side opposite that on which the initial shape appeared was inconsistent with this bias (e.g., in Figure 2B , C to K and F to P are consistent and C to O and F to L are inconsistent). Thus, a significant preference on these 2IFC trials for the test display that was consistent with the perceptual bias could emerge only if the interpretations induced by the speed profiles had biased the statistical learning process during familiarization. We will refer to these critical test trials as bias-only test trials because they equated the associative information between the two shape pairs, and only the perceptual bias information could enable the participants to perform above chance.
In addition to these 8 bias-only test trials, we also ran 16 2IFC test trials that differed from the bias-only trials on dimensions other than just the perceptual bias for bouncing or streaming. Like the bias-only test trials, all of these additional 16 test trials contrasted two 1-to-1 shape displays. However, in these trials, one display consisted of an upper and a lower object that had been paired during 1-to-2 familiarization trials (associated shapes; e.g., B to J or C to O), whereas another display consisted of objects that had never been paired in any trial during familiarization (unassociated shapes; e.g., E to M or H to P). Thus, performance on these test trials did not depend crucially on the perceptual bias of bouncing or streaming, but rather on whether the temporal co-occurrence of shape pairs was learned across the occlusion event. Half of these 16 test trials contrasted unassociated shapes with associated shapes that were consistent with either the bouncing or streaming perceptual bias that was present during familiarization (e.g., B to J), and the other half contrasted unassociated shapes with associated shapes that were inconsistent with the perceptual bias (e.g., C to O). During each 2IFC test trial, the associated shapes in one test display moved in the same direction, with the same speed profile, as they had during the familiarization phase; this constituted a consistent trial. The unassociated shapes in the other test display had the same speed profile as the associated shapes, but the direction in which they moved could be either the same or different; this constituted an inconsistent trial. Thus, on consistent test trials both the temporal co-occurrence of the shapes and the bias due to the speed profile could be used to correctly select the associated shapes over the unassociated shapes (e.g., B to J vs. E to M). On inconsistent test trials, only the temporal co-occurrence of the shapes, not the speed profile, could be used to correctly select the associated shapes over the unassociated shapes (e.g., C to O vs. E to P).
Procedure. There were 24 repetitions of each display, presented in random order, for a total of 192 trials in the familiarization phase. Participants were asked to pay attention to the displays but otherwise had no particular task to perform. After the familiarization phase, participants completed a 2IFC test with 24 test trials (8 each of biasonly, consistent, and inconsistent) in an individually randomized order.
results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 3 . For consistent and inconsistent test trials, participants chose the associated pairs as familiar displays significantly more often than they chose the unassociated pairs [t(35) 5 10.58, p 5 .0001, and t(35) 5 9.63, p 5 .0001, for the consistent and the inconsistent trials, respectively]. These results support the previous finding that human adults are sensitive to the temporal co-occurrence of shapes, and they demonstrate that a passive inspection of such displays (at least when they are attended; see Turk-Browne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005) is sufficient for statistical learning of shape associations (Fiser & Aslin, 2002) . In addition, there was a marginally significant difference in performance between the consistent and the inconsistent trials [t(35) 5 1.96, p 5 .058]. This suggests that altering the speed profile of the associated shapes in the test displays negatively affected recognition performance, presumably because the internal representations of the learned shape associations incorporated not only the temporal co-occurrences but also the speed profiles of the shapes.
More importantly, on the bias-only test trials, participants chose the shape pairs consistent with the perceptual bias of bouncing or streaming over the shape pairs inconsistent with the perceptual bias [t(35) 5 2.17, p 5 .037]. The significant above-chance performance on these test trials cannot be attributed to the temporal succession of shapes or to familiarity with the speed profile, both of which were perfectly and equally consistent for both test displays. Rather, participants' preference for the perceptually biased shape pairs can be attributed only to the stronger link they perceived between those two shapes due to the speed profiles during the familiarization phase, in comparison with the link between the two shapes inconsistent with the bias.
Mitroff, Scholl, and Wynn (2005) also studied bouncing versus streaming displays, measuring both conscious percepts and lower level representations of object persistence by object-specific preview benefits (OSPBs) in Kahneman, Treisman, and Gibbs's (1992) objectreviewing RT paradigm. Mitroff et al. found that the two responses to the correspondence problem posed by such displays ("which went where?") could diverge: In some cases, object files bounced even while conscious percepts streamed. As shown in Experiment 2, visual statistical learning appears to employ the solution to the correspondence problem that accords with our conscious percepts, rather than the solution that exists on the level of object files. This pattern of results suggests that the input to the visual statistical learning mechanism is fairly high level and is not merely the product of simple exposure to low level feature sequences.
ExPErimEnt 3 Oculomotor Behavior During Learning of Bouncing Versus Streaming Displays
The results of Experiment 2 provide clear evidence that the effects of spatiotemporal biases in motion perception of an object undergoing occlusion can influence temporal statistical learning. What remains unclear is whether this bias in learning is related to specific eye movement patterns. For example, if the bouncing or streaming motion bias elicits tracking eye movements, they could potentially (but not necessarily) enable participants to more effectively extract the temporal co-occurrences of shapes that conform to this motion bias. In Experiment 3, we investigated eye movement patterns during the familiarization phase to determine whether gaze patterns could mediate the bias in statistical learning observed in Experiment 2. method Participants, Stimuli, and Design. A new group of 36 undergraduates, naive to the experiment, participated. The experimental stimuli and design were identical to those used in Experiment 2, except that the stimuli were presented on a 42-in. plasma TV screen (Panasonic Model TH-42PHD5), and a remote eyetracking system (ASL Pan/Tilt Model 504) was used to assess the participants' eye movements. The diagonal axis of the effective display area on the plasma screen was about 1.5 times larger than that of the 21-in. monitor. Thus the maximum width and height of the shapes were 3º, and they moved over greater distances to provide better resolution for detecting eye movements. The eyetracker consisted of a small infrared camera that captured an image of the eye and located the pupil and corneal reflection. This camera was mounted on servomotors controlled by both an optical tracking algorithm and an external magnetic headtracker (a Polhemus FASTRAK operating at 120 Hz), which located the eye when optical tracking failed.
Procedure. In addition to providing the same instructions as in Experiment 2, the experimenter manually calibrated the eyetracker camera and the headtracker at the beginning of the familiarization phase. The participants' eye movements were recorded only during the familiarization phase of the experiment; the test phase was exactly the same as in Experiment 2.
results and Discussion
An analysis of the performance on the Experiment 3 test trials was completed using the same method as in Experiment 2, and it provided very similar results. The mean percent correct in selecting the associated shapes over the unassociated shapes was significantly above chance for both consistent trials [M 5 74.6%; t(35) To examine the patterns of eye movements during the familiarization phase, we selected only those participants who performed above chance on the bias-only test trials because they provided the strongest test of the hypothesis that the perceptual bias elicited visual tracking of the shape pairs. Fourteen participants performed above chance on the bias-only test trials in Experiment 3, but three of these did not provide appropriate eye movement data. The remaining 11 participants had a mean score of 68.2% correct in choosing the shape pairs consistent with the perceptual bias of bouncing or streaming [t(10) 5 12.00, p , .0001]. 1 The eye movements of these same 11 participants were analyzed individually for each trial to assess the first fixation that occurred in the lower half of the screen after the shape from the upper half of the screen disappeared behind the occluder. If the next fixation that fell in one of the two lower quadrants was consistent with the streaming or bouncing path suggested by the speed profile of the disappearing shape, the trial was coded as congruent. Otherwise, the trial was coded as incongruent. Since gaze did not always follow the reappearing shapes immediately, the coding of the first eye movement was applied regardless of whether the re-emerging shapes were still behind the occluder (anticipatory) or had already moved out from behind it (visual tracking). If the next fixation after occlusion, before or after the shapes in the lower half had appeared, was not directed to either of the lower quadrants, the trial was discounted. According to these criteria, about 40% of all trials could be considered as congruent or incongruent (M 5 77.4 out of 192 trials; SEM 5 1.79). However, the mean numbers of congruent and incongruent trials did not differ significantly [39.2 vs. 38.2; t(10) 5 0.446, p 5 .665]. Thus the significant preference for choosing shape pairs consistent with the perceptual bias of bouncing or streaming is not simply a function of where participants are looking.
GEnErAL DiSCuSSiOn
In three experiments, we investigated the relationship between visual statistical learning and perceived object trajectories during occlusion and found a strong bias for perceived motion trajectories on the cross-occlusion associations that emerged from the learning process. The significance of these findings is that in the natural environment, an enormously large number of visual features is potentially available as input into a statistical learning mechanism. For this statistical learning mechanism to be computationally tractable, there must be powerful constraints on the input; one such constraint identified in the present series of experiments is the bias to perceive objects as moving along specific trajectories during an occlusion event. Our results complement results from researchers who to date have identified three other constraints on statistical learning: temporal and spatial adjacency (Baker, Olson, & Behrmann, 2004; , perceptual similarity (Creel, Newport, & Aslin, 2004; Turk-Browne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005) , and spatial embeddedness (Fiser & Aslin, 2005) .
The present results not only expand this list to include dynamic constraints that govern which objects are likely to be linked over space and time in multiobject natural scenes, but also provide the first evidence for how such constraints can be manifested in a progressively more complex manner. Motion has been indicated previously as a dimension that helps to organize perception, even in infancy, by virtue of the common fate of elements in a scene (see Kellman, 1993 , for a review). In the present study, we have demonstrated that more sophisticated anticipatory aspects of motion (such as where an object might move after being occluded) can influence statistical learning. Computationally, our findings fit naturally within a Bayesian framework (Feldman & Tremoulet, 2006; Kersten, Mamassian, & Yuille, 2004) in which perceptual biases of different complexity are incorporated as probabilistic priors constraining the statistical learning process (Fiser & Aslin, 2001 . The integration of basic statistical learning abilities and perceptual constraints into this framework may provide a unified treatment of how learners develop sophisticated internal representations of their natural environments.
